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ABSTRACT
We use a combination, in the expected order of their strength,
of the following classificators: SVM over tf.idf, an augmented
set of the public statistical spam features, graph stacking
and text classification by latent Dirichlet allocation and compression, the latter two only used in our second submission.

1.

THE METHOD

We split features into related sets and for each we use the
best fitting classifier. These classifiers are then combined by
random forest, a method that, in our crossvalidation experiment, outperformed logistic regression suggested by [6]. We
used the classifier implementations of the machine learning
toolkit Weka [8]. Our expected results obtained by crossvalidation over the training data are shown in [3].
Graph stacking, a methodology used with success for Web
spam detection by e.g. [5] is performed under the classifier
combination framework as follows. First the base classifiers
are built and combined that give prediction p(u) for all the
unlabeled nodes u. Next for each node v we construct new
features based on the predicted p(u) of its neighbors and
the weight of the connection between u and v as described
in [7] and classify them by a decision tree. Finally classifier
combination is applied to the augmented set of classification
results; this procedure is repeated in two iterations as suggested by [5, 7].
In prior results, stacked graphical learning considered edges
between the units of the classification, thus the information
on the internal linkage as well as the location of an in or
outlink within the site structure is lost for the classification
process. We used stacked graphical features based on the
“Connectivity Sonar” of Amitay et al. [1]. These include the
distribution of in and outlinks labeled spam within the site;
the average level of spam in and outlinks; the top and leaf
level link spamicity.
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Content classification quality was improved by adding classifiers based on latent Dirichlet allocation and text compression. In the multi-corpus LDA technique [3] we create a bagof-words document for every Web site and run LDA both on
the corpus of sites labeled as spam and as non-spam. In this
way collections of spam and non-spam topics are created in
the training phase. In the test phase we take the union of
these collections, and an unseen site is deemed spam if its
total spam topic probability is above a threshold.
Text compression is first used when email spam detection
methods applied to Web spam were presented at the Web
Spam Challenge 2007 [6]. Similar to [6] we use the method of
[4] that compresses spam and nonspam separately; features
are defined based on how well the document in question
compresses with spam and nonspam, respectively.
Finally we augmented the public challenge features [5] by
two features suggested in [2]: the Online Commercial Intention (OCI) value assigned to an URL in a Microsoft adCenter
Labs Demonstration as well as measures of how well a page
fits to the most competitive queries. Here query competitivity is measured by Google AdWords. In addition we used
the following features as well: the number of document formats (.pdf etc), the existence and value of robots.txt and
robots meta; the existence and average of server last modified dates; finally the distance and personalized PageRank
from DMOZ sites. We classified by decision trees.
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